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By Seth Wehrs 
New Dean of the CBOL 
Dr. Kevin Hall Steps Up for CSP 
CBOL, or College of Business and Organizational 
Leadership, is the program at Concordia which governs all 
business majors. In February of 2013, the Dean of the program, Bruce 
Corrie, stepped down in order to take a different position here at 
Concordia and the position was temporarily given to Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Lonn Maly while a committee was formed to find a 
permanent replacement. The chairperson of this committee was Dr. 
Kevin Hall, who has served in both Concordia's Department of Theol­
ogy and Ministry and as Coordinator of the DCE Program since 2006. 
Dr. Hall has an extensive background in the business 
world, having served at Camp Omega for 22 years, 5 as assistant 
director and 17 as director. During his time as assistant director, 
Dr. Hall decided to increase his business knowledge by eaming a 
master's degree in business administration through Minnesota State 
University, Mankato. Then, in 2012, he went back to school again, 
this time to earn his Education Doctorate in Leadership. It was this 
background that led to him not only being the chairperson of the search 
committee, but ultimately the person that was considered the best for 
the job. When the search committee was first formed, Dr. Hall tumed 
down the offer to be the new Dean, but when no suitable candidates 
were found, he agreed to use his background to benefit Concordia. 
The CBOL is not new territory to Dr. Hall, as he has taught classes 
in that department before and said he enjoyed working with the faculty. 
When it comes to the direction that Dr. Hall wants to take 
the College of Business and Organizational Leadership, he has a solid 
plan."My first course of action is to listen, both to the faculty, my 
colleagues, and to students, to hear about their experiences within the 
college and really get grounded in that before wanting to think about 
making any significant changes. I think it's a college that's done well, 
it's got a great faculty. I'm not coming in to fix anything, but rather 
to help it to grow. So as I think about major areas for us, one is 
to continue to find ways to make it the best education experience 
possible for our cun-ent students and future students. We have 
basically three groups of students; the undergrads who are here on 
a day to day basis, then we've got some online students, and then 
we've got our own MBA program. I'm looking forward to being able 
to grow those programs and then build quality within them. Thus, the 
main three points are growing enrollment, continuing to build quality, 
and lastly continuing to build partnerships within the business com­
munity and .'With some of our community college partners. I want to 
think of this as a student-centered experience, from when the student 
enters Concordia to when they leave and go on to what's next. Just 
helping that whole process to be a positive and enriching experience." 
With his student-centered approach and background in 
business and leadership, Dr. Kevin Hall is going to do the 
best he can to help Concordia's business program reach its full 
potential. It will be interesting to see how the College of Business 
and Organizational Leadership grows and flourishes under his guidance. 
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THIS PAPER IS A STUDENT PUBLICATION NOT AN OFFICIAl CONCOffDIA 
PUBirCATION AND THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE NOT NECESSARILY THAT OF THE 
m. 
Dear Concordia faculty, staff, students, and com­
munity membens. 
Welcome to the third issue of The Sword 
and by now I am sure you understand how 
easy it is for our staff to prepare the paper for 
production. We have meetings to assign articles, 
and then we have more meetings to discuss 
problems that have occurred during the article 
writing process. After these two meetings in two 
weeks, everything is ready for the editors to do 
a thorough overview and send the edited stories 
to layout. Layout puts the paper together and we 
are ready to go to print with a great product. 
This is the process we do month after month 
and on the third try everything is, or should be, 
flawless. 
The reality of doing almost anything in life 
is, nothing is guaranteed to go as smoothly as 
planned. With all that being said, I would like to 
think all the staff and writers for making my job 
as easy as humanly possible. I know they are 
giving me their best efforts and every time we 
make it all work out in the end. To all of you 
who see the final product, say thank you to the people who put in a lot of time to make it 
possible. There may be a few mistakes but that is really part of the business. Perfection is the 
cherry on top, while completion is the cake. 
Just in case you might not have noticed, there is white stuff all over the ground and 
people are falling everywhere. This is the beginning of a long season of complaining about how 
people drive and why I do I live in Minnesota. What it should mean to you is, hot drinks and 
warm gloves that make you happy that you have them. So, if you see me all bundled up and 
almost unrecognizable, the reason is below because it is not going away for a while. 
Winter is Here Concordia, 
Charles Hines 
Editor-in-Chief i 
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. 'ID THE PUi 
Many have heard about the Ebola virus that is causing quite 
a commotion in the U.S/ The Ebola virus first appeared in 1975 
with two simultaneous outbreaks, one in Nzara, Sudan, and the other 
in Yambuku, Democratic Republic of Congo. The current outbreak in 
West Africa, with the first cases declared in March 2014, is the 
largest Ebola outbreak since the virus was first discovered in 1976. 
In the early stages of Ebola, the symptoms are often flu-like, 
which manifests in the following ways: headadie, joint and muscle ache, 
sore throat, weakness, stomach pain, and loss of appetite. As the 
disease progresses, vomiting, diarrhea and rash are typical, and internal 
and external bleeding occur, followed closely by failure of the internal 
organs. The fatality rate of Ebola is currently about 50%, with symptoms 
showing 2 to 21 days after infection, death usually occurring after. 
Ebola is a viral disease that is transmissible by skin and bodily 
fluids. It cannot be transmitted by air, water, or food. There is no vaccine 
to prevent Ebola, but researchers are working to find one, and treatment 
includes a serum that destroys infected cells. Currently, the chances of 
contracting Etiola In the U.S. are extremely slim, and the t)est way to prevent 
contraction is to avoid places where the vims is found. Those \^o are in 
contact with the virus can prevent catching the disease ijy wearing protective 
clothing, masks, gloves, and goggles when they around the affected people. 
The Center for Disease Contrd confirmed that Ebola first reached 
the United States on September 30th, 2014, carried on a man who had 
traveled to Dallas, Texas from Liberia. After weeks of care, the infected 
patient passed away on October 8th. On October 10th, a healthcare 
worker at Texas Presbyterian Hospital, who provided care for the first 
patient, tested positive for Ebola. The healthcare worker was isolated after 
and nnoved to the National institutes for Health (NIH) Clink»l Center. 
The fatality rate of Ebola 
is currently about 50% 
The patient has since recovered and was discharged on October 24th. 
On October J-Sth, a second healthcare worker fi^om the same hospital 
tested positive for Ebola. This second worker was transferred to a hospital 
In Atlanta, Georgia. The second healthcare worker had traveled by air 
on October 13th, the day before reporting symptoms. All passengers 
and crew on the two flights have sine® been contacted by public health 
officials and are being monitored. On October 23rd, the New Yori< 
City Department of Health and Hygiene reported a case of Ebola in a 
medical aid worker who had returned to New York City from Guinea. 
The diagnosis was confirmed by the CDC on October 24th. The patient 
is in isolation, and public health officials are investigating and conducting 
contact tracing, as the man had allegedly ridden the subway, taken a 
taxi, and gone to a bowling alley in the city. The U.S military has been 
involved with isolating soldiers coming back from Guinea, even though 
they show no sign of infection. The mayors of New York and New Jersey 
have also been involved in putting certain quarantining policies in place. 
Infowars have spilled into Concordia, as seen near the dumpster 
area next to Luther Hall. A propaganda war waged via electronic media, 
this infowar conceming Ebola, or "Obola" is an attack on Obama's inaction 
considering flights coming into the U.S from hot zones in Africa, Driving the 
"power of the people" is the motive to win the $7,500 contest, which calls 
people to video record themselves putting up these # Tyranny IsTheDisease 
posters. American radio host, author, conspiracy theorist, and documentary 
filmmaker Alexander Emerick Jones is the creator of the infowar, stating; 
"This all-out effort will utilize posters strategically placed in lawful public 
commons areas. This operation will expose how the globalist puppet 
Barack Obama and his nefarious band of C.D.C. and W.H.O. miscreants 
intentionally allow patients infected with the Ebola virus into the US." 
The virus is contained and is not yet a cause for concern in 
the U.S. Wash your hands, continue being hygienic, and refrain from 
exchanging body fluids with anyone. Make up your own mind about 
the situation. The most important thing to remember is not to panic. 
For more information about Ebola, there are many different 
websites available; including. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration, and The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness 
and Response. For information concerning the Infowars, visit infowars.com 
• • • • • • • 
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Annual Campus Crime and Safety Report 
By Katrina Bell 
The annual 2014 Campus Crime and Fire Safety Report, wishes for everyone to have a safe and comfortable experience here 
recently emailed to students,is a 60-page report detailing the at Concordia, which reflects the Campus Security mission statement, 
stetistics and numbers of certain crimes that have 
occurred on campus or around campus (near 
Concordia owned buildings). The crimes range from 
fire incidents, sexual assault, robbery, notifications 
on missing students, to misconduct and much 
more. The report also focuses on important policies 
that we can also find in our student handbook, 
procedures, rights that students have and should 
expect, definitions of misconduct, etc. This 
report contains the past three years of recorded 
incidents in each building owned by Concordia. This 
is necessary because of the Crime Awareness and 
Campus Security Act passed in 1990, which 
amended the Higher Education Act of 1965. This act 
required all postsecondary institutions participating in 
Title IV student financial aid programs to disclose 
campus crime statistics and security information. 
Dave Galloway, Director of Security, is 
in his first year here at Concordia. As Director, 
he was in charge of putting the report together. 
Already having the information from previous years, 
he received the numbers and statistics of crimes 
from 2013, around the area through local police 
stations, validated the numbers, and put them 
alongside statistics from the previous years, 2011 and 2012. According information when reporting the incident. This report is not intended to 
to Mr. Galloway, the security department is "transparent" and the report be in place of reporting actual emergencies. For more information, 
is intended to be a "reminder for students" conceming their safety. He feel free to browse the CSP website or visit the Security Department. 
Private Security vs. Privates 
How sexual assoult is dealt with on CSP's turf 
By Jenny Everett 
Concordia Univereity-Saint Paul has had no reports of sexual 
assault in the last year. However, that doesn't mean it hasn't happened- An 
alarming statistic from the Center of Disease Control, Division of Violence 
Prev«Ttion, states that 19 percent of women attending college have report«l 
attempted or completed sexual assault since starting college. At)out 1 In 3 
women were raped b^ween tie ages 18-24, acxording to the CDC in 2010. 
CSP's Director of Security, Dave Galloway e^qplained how 
OvKxntlia would handle a case if a person walked Into their offi<» ar  ̂
reportGKl a sexual assault. The firet step is to get the person any medical 
ati«ition. Then, try and make person comfortaUe. That may invdlve 
a ^rclret, callirHi a friend or femily member, or calling the police. If ttie 
same gendered officer is available, tfiey will talk vwth the vfctim. The 
security sts  ̂ wffi only c l̂ the pofice if Ihe \̂ m requests so, or gives 
some indication fiiat tfiey would l%e to have this person arrested. During 
a# this, tiie .(̂ fiTOrs are trying to gather information while still providing 
comfort. If tiie virthTi nam  ̂a person, or gives a description, officers will 
t)e sent out to look for tiie peipetrator on campus. All staff and faculty are 
mandated reporters. The only exceptions to this case is the campus pastor 
(Tom Gundermann) and campus ministry associate (Shelley Schwalm). 
When asked if tiie one call box on campus worked. Galloway responded 
with "The one near Hoist does work." According to Galloway, the campus 
security patrols are meant to intimidate would-be aggressors. Galloway 
tells all of his staff, "the more visible you are, the better," 
"Concordia University provides a campus security 
department to ensure a safe environment for all members 
and guests of the campus community. This includes 
educating students, faculty, and staff so that they 
may identify safety hazards and security problems." 
The student population received an email with the 
link to the report on the schools website. Whether 
or not they have seen it is another story. Some 
say they deleted it right away, claiming it to be 
unimportant and spam-like. Others claim they were 
aware of the email and appreciate it being made 
available, but a fair amount claim to never have 
seen it before. For those curious, hard copies of 
the 2014 Campus Crime and Annual Fire Safety 
Report are readily available in the Security Depart­
ment, Office of Student Services, Human Resources, 
and Office of Admissions. This report can 
be found on the Concordia St. Paul website, 
under "Campus Safety and Security." The 
website also allows a "silent witness report" 
allowing anyone to report an incident and or 
information that they believe university officials 
should know about and allows the witness to 
choose whether or not to provide their personal 
The security team also undergoes a new training topic every 
month taught by Galloway, and he encourages his employees to buiW 
a relationship with students. "I teH them to lead by example, I believe 
in tiie heart and mind approadi, instead of tiie hard-handed approach." 
RAINN.org (FRape, Abuse, & Incest National Network) is the nation's 
largest anti-sexual assault organization. They recommend that everyone 
be aware of tiieir surroundings and avoid isolated areas, espedally 
at night. If a ĵ rson is listening to music with headphones in 
while wanting, it makes a person an easier target. 
Tru  ̂ your in^ncts; if tiie situation f̂ ls vnong, it probably Isv 
Unfortunately, women usually ktrow their perpetrators. 51.1 percent were 
intimate partners, and 40.8% were acquaintances. 12.5 percent were family 
members. Only 13.8 percent are strangersv but tiiose are tiie most reported 
cases, since women often fear r^orting their perpetî rs if they know ttiem. 
RAINN also recommends that when a person goes to a social event, 
stick with your friends. Don't ever leave your drink unattended, or 
accept drinks from people you don't know. Alcohol is a factor in over 
50% of rapes. If you choose to accept the drink, watch where the 
person gets the drink fi"om and make sure it's not tampered with. If 
you suspect that someone has been drugged, immediately contact law 
enforcement or campus security. Last, but definitely not least, if a person 
says "no", it's not consensual. Ignore the Nike slogan; don't do it. 
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Commuter Status 
How to get involved on campus 
By Megan Johnson 
At Concordia University, for every one student who lives on And she's not alone, IVIaddie Simkunas, a PSEO student, explains, 
campus there are two commuter students. Though the majority of students "I spend about eight hours a week on campus." Although Maddie 
at Concordia live off campus, some PSEO and commuter students does admit, "I do feel like I have a support base at Concordia," she 
feel like outsiders. Is the university doing enough for these students continues to say that "most of that support comes from my PSEO 
or is it simply up to the students to join activities and make friends? friends... I feel like I am friends with more PSEO students than 
Concordia does have resources in place to aid commuter students, college students because I have more in common with them." This 
such as the CAB, Concordia Activities Board, bulletin board and a monthly is part of the reason why some PSEO students don't get involved 
commuter student newsletter. However, are these amenities enough? For on campus: the age barrier between the average college student 
some PSEO and commuter students they are. Kenzie Currie, a PSEO student and a typical PSEO student can be a matter of years. Despite this, 
who lives off campus, says she has a great support base at Concordia, Concordia does try to get commuter and PSEO students to participate, 
"there are a good number of PSEO kids and I've connected with some of Due to the large numtser of commuter students at 
them." Kenzie continues, "Concordia is also a small college so it's very Concordia, just over 900 commuters to 485 on campus students 
easy to connect with your classmates and I'm pretty sure I don't walk down explains Heidi GoettI, the university has little choice but to provide 
the hallway without seeing at least one person I've been in a class with." resources for them. GoettI, Resident Life Manager, gives three 
Students who live on campus are also actively working to include PSEO different ways Concordia accommodates commuter students: 
and commuter students in social events. Jenny Everett, a sophomore at Tier Zero and other lounges around campus give commuter 
Concordia who lives in Hoist, says "I have commuter friends and they chill in students comfortable places to do homework or relax outside of class 
my dorm, and I hang out over at their houses. It's super fun and costs nothing." [or] in between classes. Tier Zero has a microwave for students to 
However, while sorne commuters go out of their way to make use. We [also] offer commuter students meal plans making it easier to 
and maintain friendships at Concordia, others find it difficult to be a purchase food on campus. All athletic, theatre and music events are free 
part of life on campus. Emma Bratton, a visiting student who lives to all students. Our Student Life intern will be continuing the monthly 
off campus, explained how it's hard to make and sustain relationships commuter student newsletter. This has been going on for the past five 
as a commuter student. "Since I only see people in class it's hard years and will start at the beginning of October for this academic year, 
to get to know them in the brief time that I see them... Getting to Overall, there are many ways for commuter and 
know people here [at Concordia] has been a slow process." Emma PSEO students to get involved on campus. It's just a matter of 
even says that she spends only ten hours on campus per week, knowing what these resources are and how to use them. 
Rose-Colored Glasses 
Look beyoiid the negatives on campus 
By Karina Schlecht 
With Wi-Fi down and Sodexo prices up, it's easy to get caught 
up in ev|^h^|^at's "wrong" with Concordia. However, Icxjking through 
my rose-coloreoNb^ses, I've also seen a lot of really positive things 
this semester, an8i|||^!vant to highlight some of those moments here. 
The firfit thing that reMh stands out to me is the atmosphere at football 
game^ The student s^tion^|H|gg||M^ up in numbers but has 
been /actively engagecLii^^lne game anowllliyhe Cheer tearti and the 
PepAand. The Chojjrteam has grown exponenHMjt since even a couple 
yea® ago, and are doing a great job of botnStjheering bur teams 
on Im leadin^^the students in cheers. The Pep Bl|Bd has found a 
nev#%|ot (iovM closer to the field where they can moril^effectively lead 
the Mfden&Jp cheers and the fight song, and their ef 
the fight song by hanging a banner with thKwc 
have been fJrly successful as well. Overall, I have nevei|||pri^so many 
groups work together to build school spirit and that excnM Jj^me-time 
atmosphere ^ Concordia, and this teamwork has not gap unnoticed. 
Sometnmg else I've noticed this year is how w» events have 
been attended,^whether those are CAB events, Convqjfetions, ResLife 
events, chapel seh^es, club events, or even music cqilterts. Attendance 
at such things is uSlji^y very high at the beginnin^'of the year with a 
steady declinie through semester, but numj;)«^ have persisted and 
continue to remain on ppd- .aiiitffiinn chapel services have 
averaged around 30 people ( with Wednesday nights getting as high 
as 801), the "I'd Hit That" pifiata midterm event put on ResLife 
Thee 
filled the Cross of Christ Fellowship Center, and tfyFWI Instrumental 
Ensembles concert had one of the highest atten^|^^ I'm seen since 
joining band my fi-eshman year. It makes carflllR life mpre fun for 
everyone when we support other groups in Concordia Community. 
We've had some new clubs approved by Studfnt Senate and 'parted up 
on campus, some of whiciup||HPilliMn4^ Blue Crew, the| Student 
Athlete Advisory Cog||P^^ (SAAC), ario?lli|^Concordia E)^rience 
podcast. I want idFriighlight the podcast in parliular for int( 
people from a Jme diversity of groups on campus^fc The Si 
veterans, the jjneater, the golf team, and even the \evi & 
AnotheL:j}artn^hip that has been blooming is between 
•and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes as 
sme qn^ more active this year thanks to their si 
One ev^njH they have hosted together is the board g 
Student Li« Center, which is loads of fun for everyoni 
ThemConcordia community is active and fiou^hing, so let's 
continue thilk trend through the end of the seme^p and into the 
spring! Get jtour friends tog^her and attend somp of these events 
that you wouldnlt ordinarily go to, put some facpj^int on and cheer 
on the football aNd volleyball teams, tuneyKno the podcast, offer 
an event idea to to cut the complaints 
about the Wi-Fi, Sodexo^lrS'*"!S^^ of frustration. There will 
always be bad things going on, but if you put on your rose-







e night in the 
in attendance. 
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By Tony Kohonek 
Mariya Sampson Steps up for her Team 
October may be over, yet the warm weather is still clinging 
on, hopefully pushing winter farther on. However, more importantly, 
the fail sports season is still going on, which means the volleyball 
team is still in hot pursuit of its eighth consecutive championship. 
However the year has not been all rose petals. Within 
the first few weeks of the season, middle blocker. 
Emily McDonough, was sidelined for the season 
with a torn ACL. Someone on the team had 
to step up and fill the vacant role in the 
line up. One did, freshman Middle Blocker, 
Mariya Sampson has been fervently stepping 
in for McDonough ever since the injury. 
Sampson is a newface that is getting much 
playing time and helping Concordia win. 
Sampson is following a tradition in her family, 
having both her parents as athletes and an 
older sister who played sports. With these 
three people as role models to look up to 
Sampson quickly got into sports starting at 
the age of three with dance, tee ball, and 
soccer. She picked up basketball in second grade. 
Volleyball, however, did not 
become Sampson's sport until 6th stopped playing 
soccer by the time she reached 8th volleyball and 
basketball all the way through high school. She was 
even scouted for basketball as well. Yet she did not 
pursue basketball as hard as volleyball, mainly because her 
heart was not in the sport as much as it was in volleyball and only 
wanted to play one sport while in college.She was looked at by a few 
division I schools for volleyball and even a few schools in our conference, 
but in the end, she choose Concordia. She liked the small campus and 
class size, along with the location. She also really loved the coaching 
staff that she knew and knew what they were all about and just how 
welcoming the other girls on the team were towards her. 
Transition can be hard for freshman in college 
coming into a much faster pace when it comes 
to sports. It can be hard when a freshman is 
thrown right from the pan into the fire in their 
first year. When Emily McDonough tore her 
ACL,Sampson was given the call to replace 
McDonough in the lineup. The emotions 
going through Sampson at this time was 
everything from sadness seeing a teammate go 
down, to determination to fill the shoes 
McDonough made as an outside hitter. 
Even while feeling all of these emotions, 
Sampson felt Coach Starkey prepared her 
well to step in. He gave her the same 
treatment he treated his starters, coached 
her the same way, and had the same 
expectations. Because of this she is very 
comfortable now in her role as a regular starter. At 
first she felt awkward being around so many returning 
starters who had been playing together for a while. Now, 
though, the chemistry is better so things feel smoother. 
This just shows the kind of depth Brady has on his 
bench at all times. If a player goes down, the team will be ready 
to help fill in that gap until such time as the player is ready to return. 
We Play No Games 
Women's Basketball Preview 
By Cassie Shaw 
The time has finally arrived. It's the 
start of Concordia Women's' Basketball season. 
Leading the team this season is a group of talented 
veterans, including senior forward Anika Whiting, 
junior forward Kionda Wicks, and senior guard Ameshia 
Keamey. They are joined by two new freshmen 
guards, Kyrah Fredenburg and Kayla Miller who, 
along with senior Voneisha Harris will try to fill 
the void left by key players such as the recently 
graduated Rachel Hansen and Carissa Wolyniec. In 
total, there are 13 players on the team, each 
under the tutelage of Head Coach Paul Fessler, 
entering his 15th season as Concordia's Head Coach, 
"We have no idea what may happen in the 
season for us this year but we are going to hope 
for the best and live in the moment," said Coach 
Fessler, Fessler went on to say that the most 
important thing for the team is to have team chem­
istry, Team chemistry is a great aspect that will help 
them get through the year and reach toward the im­
portant goals they have for the team. The girls are 
able to work together and perfect each other for this 
season. They hope to win twenty plus games and 
be able to compete for the conference championship. 
They also want to be picked to be number one in the 
conference and qualify for the NCAA tournament. 
Tiie best possible way for this to happen is to work 
harder each day and have fun doing it. "Every time 
we meet for practice we want to see improvement," 
said Fessler. "Working hard and staying focused dur­
ing the decision will help this season flow well." So 
make sure to go to as many games as possible. 
THE SWORD Nov. 2014 SPORTS 
Male Athlete of the Month 
Tom Obarski: Excelling Under Pressure By Karina Schleclit 
Torn Obarski did not start crff in football, but instiead grew up 
playing soccer with his two older brothers. Jon, the oldest, was the 
first to try kicking for the football team, the next oldest Jason was 
soon to follow, and so Obarski naturally contin­
ued on this path - and boy, are we glad he 
did. Obarski says he had much to learn coming 
in as a freshman and that he has improved a 
lot since then. He had a bit of a down seasori 
last year, so he spent a lot of time in the off 
season working on consistency, and he saw a lot of 
improvement in the off season and over the summer. 
And all his hard work is definitely paying 
off. Obarski made a 56-yard field goal, the longest 
in the NCAA Dtl and NSIC in 2014, in the Upper 
Iowa game on October 25. In that same game, 
he scored 13 total points and kicked a 42-yard 
game-winner in overtime, all adding up to getting 
NSIC Special Teams Player of the Week for the 
second time this season and being named to the Fred 
Mitchell Award monthly honors list for the second 
month in a row. He set the Concordia single-season 
record (15 field goals) and is leading the NSIC in 
field goals made (1.88/game - 3rd in the country) 
and in accuracy (88.2% - 10th in the country). 
While the pressures of kicking in stressful sit­
uations might get to some people, Obarski revels in it. He says he doesn't 
always necessarily kick a game-winner, but when the kicker is out on the 
field, he holds the focus of everyone on the sidelines and in the stands. 
"It's more about you doing your job than anyone else on the field," he says. 
When he's not on the field, Obarski is studying finance and 
marketing and getting ready to graduate this coming 
May. Like many student athletes, he has had to work 
on managing his time and staying focused both in 
and out of season, and he says he has teamed a lot 
about balancing all his responsibilities in the last four 
years. His advice for younger student athletes 
is to "stay focused and enjoy your time here 
- I know you hear it a lot from seniors, but 
enjoy your time here, and don't take anything 
for granted. It really is a privilege to be in 
school and to be playing football; not a lot of 
people get to play college football or even college 
sports, so take advantage of every opportunity." 
Obarski has certainly done just that and 
has found great success doing it. He came to 
Concordia because it was close to home and 
because he wanted to continue playing football, 
and being here has helped him grow as a person. 
Being in a small school, he was able to get the 
personalized focus from teachers that he was looking 
for in a college, and that really helped him 
grow along the way. Concordia has helped 
him grow up and transition into what it takes to be successful on 
the football field, in the classroom, and in life beyond graduation. 
New Season/ New Coach 
By Tony Kohanek 
Last year Concordia decided to go a different direction and 
let go Head Coach Kelly Bo. Bo had served as the Head Coach of 
Concordia's men's basketball team for eight years, compiling an overall 
record of 100-93, but having losing seasons four out of the five past 
seasons. Going in a different direction Concordia reached out to former 
assistant coach and recent interim head coach of the South Dakota Coyotes, 
Joey James. He brings a lot of basketball knowledge and experience at the 
D1 level down to see if he can work his magic at the Dil level as well. 
James grew up in a military family, so a lot of his values 
he tries to instill into his ball players come from that. He started his 
playing career at five years old. He just loved shooting the round 
ball around. When his family was stationed in Germany, he played a 
little baseball. As for high school, he stuck strictly to basketball, and 
that paid off because he got to play basketball for South Dakota. 
He choose to go to school there because the coaches were 
tremendous there's a big history with the school and four former 
players that he went to high school with were there as well. Playing 
just two years for SD after completing his first two years at community 
college. He decided that he really wanted to come back and coach. 
He spent a year as a graduate assistant coach for his former coach 
and than worked his way up the assistant coaching ladder until the 
head coach retired in September he got the call to take over the job. 
After only a year there he decided to stretch out and see if he could 
find a head coaching job of his own. Sure enough he eventually landed an 
interview here and accepted the job to become Concordia's head coach. 
The start of the Joey James Era 
He has a simple philosophy for his players: He wants 
guys to do things the right way, go to class and step up on the 
ball court play with passion, be aggressive on defense, build the 
chemistry. His immediate plans for the school are to change the cul­
ture here, get the winning attitude back having confidence, wants 
to win a championship. Never taking eye off the prize. His long 
term goals are winning a championship, being in the top 25 and 
making sure every year we're competing. James says, "I want 
this place to be the toughest place to play in the northern Sun." 
It's the start of a new era for men's basketball here at CSP. 
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Female Athlete of the Month 
By Tony Kohanek 
Sarah Pieper 
November is upon us, and the nice weather has held strong for 
a long time this year. Fall sports are still going on, volleyball, football, 
and soccer. One athlete from one of these three sports was chosen as 
the November Athlete of the month. Senior Defensive player from the 
soccer team, Sarah Pieper has been 
chosen for this issue of the sword. 
Starting at the age of four, 
which also was the age she started 
kindergarten, Sarah was introduced to 
soccer by her parents. Eventually, she 
would end up doing gymnastics, Softball 
for a short while, tennis, and track and 
field. When Sarah entered 7th grade, 
she even started doing Nordic Skiing. 
Although she wanted to attend 
Mounds View for high school, because 
of where she lived, she ended up going 
to Irondale. She was not only a good 
soccer player in high school, she was 
involved in music, piano and voice lessons, 
church musical, and three separate choirs. 
"Basically a lot of music," said Pieper. 
When she was looking for colleges there were a bunch she was 
interested in and or applied to. She applied to a total of 13 schools. 
not really considering a Division II school, looking more at schools 
like St. Kate's, St Thomas, and Macalester. When looking at St. 
Kate's, she met Steve Bellus, who as the coach over at St. Kate's. 
Eventually Bellus left and took the job over here at CSP. He ended up 
recruiting her over here and got her on 
his team. It worked out well for Sarah 
too because she could also do track. 
Just like a lot of athletes the 
transition from high school ball to 
college is a tough one. Of her 
transition Pieper said it, "Took a good 
couple of months to really get into the 
swing of things at this level and the 
faster pace." However, since her fresh­
man year she has changed a bunch. 
She is not so naive and has more 
confidence in herself on the field. There 
have also been a lot of small changes 
to make her a better player on the field 
After she graduates, she's 
going to get a certification in the summer, 
which would make her a certified public 
accountant. She will miss being able to play soccer. "[I have] Really 
enjoyed my four years here," says Pieper, "It's been a good experience." 
^ V 
FIFTEEN CAUTIONARY FABLES 
DR. JEFFREY BURKART — 
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE BOOKSTORE ' 
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For The Jazz 
By Celene Paez 
Jazz is a unique genre 
of music. With over 100 years 
of history, it has led to the 
development of most 
modern music. Unlike the traditional 
concert band. Jazz ensembles 
tend to be small, usually around 
8 to 12 homs in size. This 
allows a unique balance 
between instruments as 
each musician is given a 
distinctive part, ensuring that all 
parts are heard. In addition. Jazz 
ensembles include a rhythm 
section that can vary in 
style. The Jazz rhythm sec­
tion can simulate Swing, Funk, 
Rock, and other themes. 
Led by Adam Rossmiller, the 
ensemble works hard to touch Jazz's musical roots which 
are primarily found in Swing, the Blues, and improvisation. 
Concordia is fortunate to have a Jazz ensemble with 
members who are committed to bringing Jazz music to life. On Friday, 
December 12th, Concordia Uni­
versity's Jazz ensemble and vocal 
group, Vox9, will perform in the 
Buetow Music Center Audito­
rium. The concert, open to the 
public with free admission, will 
include a variety of rhythmic and 
musical styles. Led by William 
White, Vox9 will perform alongside 
a rhythm section which includes 
the piano, bass, and drums. The 
ensemble will perform some a 
cappella numbers and a variety 
of Jazz pieces which encompass 
a full rhythm section, five saxo­
phones, and 4 brass instruments. 
Both student ensembles will 
feature the full group and a variety 
of soloists. All are welcomed and 
share in the joy of mu-
free to contact Adam Rossmiller 
(rossmiller@csp.edu) or William White (white@csp.edu) ifthey are interested 
in leaming more at>out Jazz. Both groups are always looking for new memt)ers. 
encouraged to 





Concordia Christmas Concert 
By Katrina Bell 
With the Christmas season approaching, so is the annual Fine 
and Performing Arts concert. This year, the theme revolves around 
Concordia's theme of the year, John 1:14, hitting the key points: "The 
word became flesh . . . and dwelt among us full of Grace and Truth." 
Dr. Mary Kay Geston is the head conductor in charge of the con­
cert, along with being the head choir director for Christus, in place of Dr. 
Mennicke who is on sabbatical in the Holy Land. She is also in charge of 
programming and helping the concert run smoothly. Working alongside her is 
Professor Shari Speer, the director of the Jubilate choir. 
Jubilate's 47 members and Christus' 26 members have 
been rehearsing music and practicing since early October. 
Additional ensembles featured on the December program 
include the Concordia Handbell Ensemble, directed by Professor 
Carolynne Mathis; campus organist. Dr. Kristina Langlois; and several 
members of the percussion ensemble, directed by Professor Aaron Isakson. 
Each year, a member of the Concordia Faculty is bestowed the 
honor and challenge of creating a work of art which reflects the theme 
of the Christmas concert, to be included on the Concert program and 
posters. This year's image, "The Word Was Made 
Flesh", was created by artist Keith Williams. Prints of his 
artwork will be available for purchase at the Christmas Concert. 
The Christmas concert is not a church service, but a religious aspect 
does flow through the concert. Professor Speer gave her input on the upcoming 
event, saying, "It is intended to run like a storyline from beginning to end, 
which is one of the challenges, but it is what is beautiful about it, too." 
The .concert revolves around Christ's promised coming. His 
life, and the human response. The concerts will be held on Friday 
December 5th at 7:30, Saturday December 6th at 4:30, and Sun­
day December 7th at 3 in the Buetow Music Center Auditorium. The 
concert will be around 1 and a half hours with no intermission. 
The event is free for Concordia Students. Other 
tickets are $12 for adults and $10 for seniors and 
non-Concordia students with IDS. Student rush includes 1 free ticket 
at the door with a CSP Student ID, 30 minutes prior to the concert. 
Tickets are available from Ticketworks (612-343-3390, 
or vww.ticketworks.com). Everyone is welcome and encouraged to 
attend and celebrate the joy of the Christmas Season at Concordia! 
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Music Spotlight 
Crystal Vaughan 
By Karina Schlecht 
"Elephants are the best. I successfully used elephants 
in all of my honors finals projects." If you have ever met 
Crystal Vaughan, you know that this statement is anything but 
unusual. In addition to the honors program, Vaughan has been 
involved in Ministry programs on campus, she is the president of the 
Zumba club, was a Residence Assistant in Luther Hall for 2 years, 
works in the Office of Advancement, has been involved in the dance 
program and been in Spring Into Dance for the last few years, 
and she has taken part in many facets of the music department. 
Vaughan is majoring in K-12 Vocal Music Education, and after 
getting married in December to recent Concordia graduate Benjamin 
Berteau, she will move to Saint Louis to do her student teaching, 
where Ben is studying in the Seminary, before she graduates in May. 
Originally, Vaughan had her sights set on Broadway to be the 
next Kristin Chenoweth. She even auditioned for big theater schools, 
but says she "completely blew it" because she did not choose a 
song that showcased her talents. At the same time, Vaughan was 
taking a leadership class at camp and found that she had a 
passion for leadership and people. "It made me realize I could still do 
music and could combine music and leadership in the best way possible 
by being a music teacher," she says. On top of that, she had the 
opportunity to conduct a piece for her Christmas choir concert and found 
confidence in conducting that she had never experienced in soloing. 
After graduation, Vaughan hopes to use what she has learned 
at Concordia to become a choir teacher for high school or elementary 
school, but her bigger dream is to work her way up to conducting at the 
collegiate level. She feels Concordia has given her many opportunities to 
do peer teaching and to build personal relationships with her professors. 
Her favorite class was The Art of Accompanying with Dr. NathanKennedy. 
The 4 students learned to use their piano skills in a variety of ways, from 
leading hymns to leading second graders in "Under the Sea." She notes, 
"It was a really fun group of people. I looked forward to that class." 
The joy Vaughan finds in music is obvious. When the go­
ing gets tough, she encourages her comrades to keep their sights 
set on why they started pursuing Music Education in the first 
place: "Don't get so overwhelmed and overworked in all of the 
courses and work that you have to do that you forget to enjoy 
being a musician and forget your love for music itself." Excellent 
advice for  us al l  to fol low in whatever our career  paths may be!  
A Night of Percussion 
By Katrina Bell 
Join Concordia for a whimsical evening with the percussion 
ensemble! Featuring twelve players, the ensemble has a variety of talent. 
Professor Aaron Isakson, who came to Concordia originally for his 
teaching license, has been teaching at Concordia for 7 years. He teaches a 
variety of music classes, such as conducting, concert band, and percussion. He 
also teaches at Christ's Household of Faith School. 
According to Professor Isakson, the ensemble started to become 
popular 5 years ago. Since then, the class has grown in popularity and 
size, making it possible for the ensemble to have their own night each 
semester. "The students work very hard in that one hour a week they get 
to practice. They have to be very prepared and organized and they are. 
The class has really taken off," he says. For each performance, Isakson 
attempts to pull music from all corners of the globe; there is a constant 
search for different sounds that will add to the ensemble as a whole. 
For the annual "Night of Percussion," Professor Isakson has met 
the challenge of putting the concert together with the students' music and 
that which he will perform separately. It also takes effort to figure out 
where instruments should be placed to keep the flow of the event and 
to minimize set-up time between pieces. He states, "A good percussion 
ensemble depends on good equipment, and a lot of it, so the ensemble is 
always looking to add to, and update, their existing arsenal of instruments," 
Monday, December 8th at 7:30 is the feature night of the 
semester. This night will include 6 or 7 pieces featuring the ensemble, and 
4 pieces that will feature Professor Isakson — including his new concerto. 
It will be held in the theater, lasting an hour and a half. This event is 
free and open to the public. All are welcome and encouraged to attend! 
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Book Review 
By the Waters of Minnetonka 
By Tara Rupiper 
Once again, Eric Dregni, a professor of English and journalism at 
Concordia University, has spectacularly delivered in his new historical book. 
By the Waters of Minnetonka. Dregni has successfully published several other 
novels, such as Vikings in the Attic, In God l/Ke Trust, and Weird Minnesota. 
By the Waters of Minnetonka is beautifully crafted to show 
historical Minnetonka. Within this charming layout, Dregni puts a 
personal touch to his book by dedicating it to his parents and 
grandparents, and he thanks them for moving to Minnetonka. He 
even shares a personal picture of his grandparents in the preface. 
Not only does Dregni share his view as a resident of 
Minnetonka, he incorporates all aspects of living in, and around, the 
lakes of Minnetonka in the 19th century to present day. He also adds 
beautiful and telling photos from the eariy days. By the Waters of 
Minnetonka relives the past by exploring the untold facts of this 
up-and-coming vacation area where there were once grand hotels and 
steamboats galore. Dregni also covers the exciting time of the Prohibition, 
where preachers and saloon owners clashed in differences of opinion. 
I don't necessarily like history books, but I did enjoy 
Dregni's newest work. I loved that he put a personal touch on his 
novel with his ancestral history in the place where he, his parents, and 
grandparents; lived. The pictures are stunning companions to Dregni's 
words as they bring out ttre historical essence of his descriptions. 
Now available in the Concordia bookstore,/5yf/7e Waters 
of Minnetonka, is historically informational and stunning piece of literature. 
I give it 4.5 out of 5 swords! 
Free reading and presentation 
Thursday, December 4th 7:00 p.m. 
Subtext Books 
Selby & Western under Nina's Coffee Cafe) 
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Tokyo Type Comes to Concordia 
By Celene Paez 
On October 15, Concordia was blessed with a rare treat. 
Making its first appearance outside of Japan, the Tokyo Type Directors Club 
visited and displayed 150 of the club's finest pieces. Tokyo Type is one 
of the most highly esteemed associations in the fields of typography and 
graphic design. It is set apart from its peers because of its experimenta­
tion in form and language. Tokyo Type is open for all nations to attend, 
and it encourages those from other countries to submit works for judging. 
The night started with long lines ending in a full house. 
The first speaker of the night was Ryan Hageman, founder of the 
Gurafiku organization. Hageman began his work in 2009, gathering an 
incredible amount of visual research of Japan's graphic design 
history. As he discussed Gurafiku, he explained the dedication of Japanese 
designers, past and present. Each piece was incredible, from the detailed 
wood block prints to the inspiring computer-animated designs of modem day. 
After Hageman finished his speech on Gurafiku, Joss Fross, a 
juror for the Tokyo Type exhibition, took the stage and began to discuss 
Tokyo Type. With a flare of comedy, Fross effortlessly connected with the 
audience. Before he became a juror for Tokyo Type, Fross had been a 
contestant. He and his partner took 1st place for 2 years leading up to 
his role as juror. Today, he strives to test the boundaries of legibility and 
challenges himself to display the basic English alphabet in new ways. The 
results, although not always legible, are always exciting. With the club's 
unique artwork and dedication, it is no wonder that there was a full house! 
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"The Lord of the Legs" 
Short Story 
By Trenton Burns 
Steven was a loner. And not the cool, mysterious kind 
either. He w?as just so unremarkable, so average, so right 
down the middle, that he never warranted a second glance or 
consideration. If through some freak cosmic chaos the color beige one day 
sprouted arms and legs and learned the ways of the homo sapien to a 
relatively convincing degree, it would call itself "Steven", it would 
become Steven. But our Steven was birthed from authentic human 
stock, growing up to become not just ordinary, but extra-extra-ordinary. 
Steven's apartment was in the basement next to the 
boiler room. He had worked out a deal with the landlord, "Don't say 
nothin' about the spam email operation I got going on here in the 
basement and I'll let you stay in this storage unit for free," the 
intimidating 6'9" Serbian had said to Steven when he accidentally 
stumbled into a false wall while looking in the dark for a spare light 
bulb. Steven made very little money at the bottling plant, so the 
possibility of free rent was too good to pass up. And so there it 
was in that dank, dimly lit room that Steven lived his lonely and 
pathetic life of insignificance, that is until the night he discovered his gift. 
He sat at in his kitchen at the folded out poker table he had 
salvaged from the alleyway dumpster. He was staring into a bowl of 
hot ravidi (canned.) The little soggy pasta-bergs floated in red, zesty 
gk)p. He stirred his dinner with the only metai fori< he owned, his mind 
fdied with aspirations of power and greatness, things untainable to the 
likes of him. From the comer of his eye he nc^ced some îng dart 
out from under the kitc^n stove. Steven had grown accustomed to tfie 
insects he shared his-.£]:»ftnent with, they were the dose  ̂ thing to 
roommates that  ̂had ever had. He thought nottiing of it. Well no, 
that's n(A entirely true. He ttiought sometiiing of it. "What if I couUl talk 
to ttiem, what if they could talk to me," he pondered. In an instant̂  at 
tite corner of the table, there sat an abundantly appendaged cenfipede. 
Steven ju^ stared at die insect, assuming Uiat the insect 
was staring back at him, ite antennae twiriing about in fte air, 
sending and receiving mysteries known only to bugs, Steven talked 
very little, not from shyness, but from a deeply rooted conviction that 
he had nothing to say worth hearing. Steven just thought his words. 
And in that* moment, "Hi little guy," passed through his mind as he 
waved to the centipede. "Can you wave back?" It did, its tiny little 
front leg lifting off the ground in the approximation of a wave. This 
startled Steven, scooting his chair back away from the table, but also 
subconsciously beckoning the centipede fonward. It shot across the table 
and up onto Steven's bowl. Steven's thoughts were too fast now, too 
ramped up by what he was witnessing. Before he could stop what 
he was thinking, he willed the centipede to throw itself into his piping 
hot bowl, its legs quivering in pain as it sank beneath the red soup. 
Steven quickly reached for his fork, digging for his dead friend in 
his dinner, eventually pulling out its limp body. He stared at it, lifeless 
there on the table. All he could think now was that he wanted more, 
more friends. In an instant, a barely audible skittering filled Steven's ears, 
an odd sound of dried pine needles being blown about on top of each 
other. Out of every nook and cranny in his apartment emerged "more 
friends," hordes of centipedes piling out of the darkness, scrambling 
and scurrying over one another towards Steven, he remained seated at 
the kitchen table. The kitchen filled with millions and millions of twitchy, 
fibrous legs, the centipedes effortlessly covered the floor, walls, ceiling, 
blotting out the lone light bulb, giving the room a dim, earthy glow. 
Steven sat glued to his chair, feeling their eyes all around him. He stood 
up, thinking as he did, that he did not want to squish any of them The 
creatures fomied pockets of bare floor as he began walking about the room, 
Steven's heart began to swell. His mind began to formulate and 
plot ne^rious schemes. Somewhere beneatti his dull exterior there had 
always lied a tyrant, dormant, biding its time. Steven's time had come. 
He called to his n^w minions, t>eckoning them onto his body. A great 
swanri began to him, his body covered in a pulsating mass of creeping 
and crawling legs. Over his face, his eyes, into tiie cavems of his nose, 
ears, and ̂ noutiî  his Va l̂s enveloped him. Steven laughed, the (Riff of 
air sending several servants inio the air. They formed two pockets for his 
eyes and h& vitaReed apartinent do(M', ready to show the world 
a new terror to behold, flo kmger woukJ humankind pass him o\̂ . They 
would bow at the knee and weep, for the Lord of Legs had arrived. 
The Sword is now accepting submissions for short stories/poetry. 
Your submission has a much greater chance of being accepted if it 
is free of grammaticai errors/speiiing mistaices. Please note that de­
pending on the level of response, there is no guarantee that your 
submission will be published. Send your original creations via Word 
document to Arts and Variety Editor, Jade Kolbo, at kolboj@csp.edu. 
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By Karino Schlecht 
War movies are well worn 
territory in Hollywood, but that hasn't ceased 
America's fascination with the stories of our 
men and women in combat. The Visceral War 
Drama has solidified itself as a genre in our 
cultural landscape, and as long as 
humanity continues to wage against itself, 
these stories will continue being told. In 
particular. World War II continues to captivate 
with its display of unfathomable destruction, 
savagery, and our capacity for evil, coupled 
with moments of great courage, honor, and 
mercy. Writer and director David Ayer has 
joined the ranks with his latest film, Fury. 
The film looks at the final days of the 
Allied Operation in Europe as American forces 
are pushing deeper into the heart of Germany 
with the armored divisions experiencing high 
casualties against the Wehrmacht's technolog­
ically superior Panzerdivsion. Added to that, 
this is still Hitler's Germany, the Fuhrer having 
declared Total War, conscripting all citizens to 
defend Deutschland to the death, with his most 
loyal (fanatical) SS fighting to the last man. 
The final month of the European 
Theater is told through eyes of a 
Sherman Tank Crew in the 2nd Armored 
Division, led by Sgt. Don "Wardaddy" 
Collier, played by Brad Pitt. Having lost their 
assistant driver in combat, the now four-man 
crew is assigned a freshly enlisted and woefully 
under-qualified typist, Logan Lerman. The 
tight-knit crew, rounded out by Shia LeBeouf, 
Movie Review 
Fury 
Michael Pena, and Jon Bernthal, are under­
standably hostile towards the newcomer. Fury 
wastes little time moving forward towards one 
the film's most harrowing sequences, a column 
of tanks and soldiers advancing on a Nazi 
encampment, the haunting sounds of artillery 
fire and its destructive power on full display. 
Much of the film's tension exists 
with new recruit, Ellison, with his idealistic 
sense of peace and the brutal, unforgiving 
realities of war. As their tank continues to 
advance across the battlefield, the crew yells at 
Ellison to spray the recently fallen enemy with 
bullets. In this moment it is clear that he 
cannot comprehend the primal rules of battle, to 
kill or be killed. He sees it as a desecration, 
but the crew have seen too much and know it 
is better to be sure than to be shot in the back 
moments later. Lerman does an excellent job 
portraying a young man at war with his own 
soul, the war demanding too much of him, 
robbing his innocence and pushing him to 
embrace the fury that will keep him alive. 
LeBeouf's Boyd "Bible" Swan is another standout 
role, serving as the film's fulcrum and spiritual 
point as the outspoken Christian, allowing the 
characters to ponder the age-old problem of evil. 
Though Fury does become somewhat heavy-
handed, it will earn its place in the war-film canon 
and is definitely worth a watch. 4 out of 5 Swords. 
Rated R for strong sequences of war 
violence, some grisly images, and language. 
Food Review: Hardee's on Hamline 
Haute Cuisine at Cool Prices 
By Trenton Bums 
It's 2:26 AM. You look terrible. You haven't showered since 
ttte State Fair. Your eyes are fried from the glow of your cortiputer 
screen. They have been bathing In the unholy light of your hTj^i-end 
(overpriced) laptop for 9 hours. The capillaries in your eyes "have 
burst wide open in brilliant red, begging that you shut your computer 
for the night. But sleep just isn't in the cards for you. This is the 
dangerous line one walks when you order energy drinks in bulk over 
the Internet. At the very least, you will simply have enough syn­
thetic energy to finish another season of The Walking Dead on Netflix 
before your 10 AM class. You are not going to sleep tonight. You 
know it, your stomach knows it. What better time for second dinner? 
You don't have a car anymore. Without a vehicle^ your op­
tions for late-night dining are limited. You opep your mini fridge.-. 
It's empty, unless you count that dead centipede in the corner. Your 
roommate has a car, but he went home for the weekend so that 
his mom could do his laundry and wash his big boy clothes. You 
stare out your window in despair while your stomach bellows. In the 
dSstaoce, you see a bright and shining star. It's the sign for Hard­
ee's, conveniently located within walking distance on Hamline Ave N. 
You don't even have to wonder, it says its open 24 hours a 
day. Wait...the drive-thru is open 24 hours a day. The dark cloud 
of despair again begins to form over your head. "No! Why must 
I live in a country where convenience only goes so far?!" Sud­
denly, there Is a knock on your door. You answer. It's your chum 
from across the hallway. He has the same look of desperation all 
over his face, the twitch in his eyes highlighting the tell-tale sign 
of a serious addiction to Mountain Dew. You just stare at each 
other.. Then, you both say in unison, "Hardee's." Your pal has a 
.catf and Witfun minutes you are pulling up to the drive-thru window. 
You're stiff young and reckless, and throwing cau­
tion to the wind by ordering a half pound Monster Burger com­
bo meal, upsized — because this is still America last time you 
checked — is about the c(x>lest thing a person can do. Close 
to campus with 24 hour service, what more can you ask for? 
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Service Trips at Concordia 
By Bethany Brandvold 
To date, there are many service trips that Concordia Uni­
versity has facilitated for students to participate in. Most have been 
international, but domestic trips have occurred as well. To name a 
few: Nicaragua, Jamaica, Colorado, and Alaska. This year Con­
cordia is facilitating trips to Nicaragua, Colorado and El Salvador. 
Many students enjoy going on these service trips not only for 
the experience of mission/service work in another country or cul­
ture, but also because they get to help someone in need. Many 
students walk away reflecting on the impact made on the lives they 
have served. But if you were to ask students what one thing they 
would walk away thinking about after a service trip, it would prob­
ably be reflecting on how their life was changed by the experience. 
For those students that have taken the opportunity to serve 
elsewhere in this country or world, they have come to realize that the 
impact they make is the impact that they also receive. Anna Dauffen­
bach, a senior at Concordia this year has traveled to Nicaragua in 
the past through one of Concordia's Service Trips and this is what 
she had to say: "My favorite, and weirdest part about going to Ni­
caragua, was honestly the culture shock. It was hard for me, but I 
also reveled in it. Having the opportunity to experience a place and 
people that were completely different from me taught me a lot. God 
used my trip to teach me a lot about loving others and being grate­
ful. The Nicaraguan people have so much love to share and it was 
incredible to be a part of that." For Dauffenbach, there was a lot of 
inward reflection after experiencing the loving atmosphere in Nicaragua. 
But she also walked away feeling different then when she first arrived. 
because she had not only made an impact but had been impacted. 
Another student, Brittany Arlow who is also a senior at Con­
cordia this year has traveled to Jamaica in the past. When asked 
what her favorite part about going on a Service Trip, Arlow responded 
with the following: "I enjoyed the experience of bonding with a new 
group of people and sharing in the process of planning, learning about 
a new culture and then embarking on a journey of serving, growing 
as a group and meeting new people. There are moments on service 
trips that you share with each other that teach you things that you 
will carry with you for the rest of your life. I often randomly think of 
moments from trips I've been on and thank God so much that 1 was 
able to have that experience." Service trips are not only about just 
going somewhere. Rather there is a lot of planning and team bond­
ing that needs to happen before you can go to serve others. Arlow 
appreciated this experience and then took joy in being able to see 
what that look liked, implemented in the culture they were serving. 
There are many other comments that can be heard from stu­
dents of all walks of life who have attended a service trip in the 
past and are preparing for one now. If you are curious about op­
portunities that you can still be involved with, you can visit the 
CALL Center which is located in the tunnel. As of now trips to 
Nicaragua and Colorado have been set, but they are still looking 
for people who are willing to go to El Salvador. For any additional 
information for this year or next year, stop by the CALL Center. 
November Crosswo 
By Tara Rupiper 
ACROSS: 
6} Traditional Native 
American dwelling 
9} Name of the 
village established 
by the settlers 
11) Traditional 
holiday bird 
13) Symbol of 
abundance and 
nourishment 




1) Native American 
tribe that attended 
the first 
Thanlcsgiving 
2) 4th Thursday of 
November 
3) Name of the 
settler's ship 
4) Another word for 
"settlers" 
5) Harvest season 
7) An orange squash 
and popular pie 
8) Native American, 
taught the settlers 
many things 
9) 16th and 17th 
Century English 
Protestants 
10) Gathering of crops 
12) A new grain in the 
settler's diet 
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Turkey 
Maze 
Pumpkins 
Harvest 
Holiday 
Dessert 
Squash 
Cranberries 
Autumn 
Bread 
November 
Potatoes 
